Grammar

must, mustn’t
1 Completa le frasi con must o mustn’t e i verbi del riquadro.

say be forget go (x2) have

1 To drive a car in the UK, you must have ______ a driving licence.
2 We _______ to buy Dad a birthday present.
3 Sorry, but I _______ home. It’s midnight and I’m very tired.
4 Jane _______ to the hospital now; she’s really ill.
5 James _______ anything about the party. It’s a surprise.
6 You _______ late for your exam.

have to
2 Completa le frasi con la forma corretta di have to e i verbi del riquadro.

1 Jack ______ do an exam in the morning.
2 I ______ go to school tomorrow.
3 We ______ listen to the teacher.
4 Marta _______ wear a uniform.
5 You _______ work harder at school!
6 Students in Britain _______ clean their classrooms.
7 Tom can’t come with us because he _______ do his homework.

3 Scrivi domande per queste risposte. Usa have to e le parole del riquadro.

tom/wear/a uniform
your mum/work/today
I/get/up now
you/help/your parents
we/study/this evening

1 Does Tom have to wear a uniform?
   No, he doesn’t. He goes to school in jeans.
2 _______?
   Yes, you do. You’ve got exams next week!
3 _______?
   No, of course not. It’s Sunday. She doesn’t work at the weekend.
4 _______?
   Yes, you do, now! Or you’ll be late for school.
5 _______?
   Yes, I do. I have to do the washing-up after dinner.

4 Completa il testo con la forma corretta di don’t have to e i verbi del riquadro.

cook do revise clean wear

Sometimes life isn’t fair. I have to wear a horrible school uniform, which I hate. My brother doesn’t have to wear one because he’s older and goes to a different school. My sister’s younger so she does important exams like me. Of course, we both have to tidy our bedrooms and we hate doing that, but at least we do the kitchen! Also, we do the evening meal – our mum does it – and we the washing-up: that’s Dad’s job, and he often complains about it!

5 Segna (√) le frasi corrette.

1 You don’t have to stay in tonight, you can go out. ✓
2 You don’t have to drive on the wrong side of the road. □
3 You don’t have to lie to me. □
4 You don’t have to go outside without a coat. □
5 You don’t have to read this book: choose one that you like. □
6 You don’t have to come shopping with me. □

must o have to?
6 Completa le frasi con la forma corretta di must o have to.

1 Do I have to _______ wear a helmet for cycling?
2 Peter _______ eat his lunch in the library. It’s against the rules.
3 Do you _______ go to school when the weather’s bad?
4 They _______ leave the concert because the music was too loud.
5 We really _______ remember to call Howard when we get home.
6 Sarah _______ go to the doctor’s yesterday morning.
7 You _______ use your mobile phone in the cinema.
8 I really _______ buy that coat – it’s so beautiful!
**don’t have to o mustn’t?**

**7** Scegli l’alternativa corretta.

1. You can help me with the washing-up if you want, but you **mustn’t**/ **don’t have to**.
2. Students **don’t have to**/ **mustn’t** copy answers in tests.
3. Carl told me a secret about Joanne. I **mustn’t**/ **don’t have to** tell anyone!
4. We **don’t have to**/ **mustn’t** go out tonight, we can stay at home and watch a DVD.
5. This is a very important exam, everyone. You **mustn’t**/ **don’t have to** be late!
6. I **don’t have to**/ **mustn’t** study tomorrow, but I think I will.
7. My sister and I **mustn’t**/ **don’t have to** help Mum make the dinner, but we enjoy it.
8. You really **have to**/ **mustn’t** chew gum at the table.

**8** Segna (✓) le frasi corrette.

1. You **mustn’t** use your mobile at school. ✓
2. Sarah **doesn’t have to** go to work on Saturdays.
3. We **mustn’t** go to the cinema – we can watch a film at home.
4. I **don’t have to** stay out late in the evenings during the week because I have to get up early for school the next day.
5. The children **mustn’t** play in the street.
6. Stefano and Adele **don’t have to** go on holiday with their parents – they can stay at home.

**need to**

**9** Riscrivi le frasi con la forma corretta di **need to**.

1. You have to listen when the teacher is talking. **You need to listen when the teacher is talking.**
2. Jack doesn’t have to shout; we can hear him.
3. I have to go into town to buy some food.
4. We **don’t have to** go to school today; we’re on holiday!
5. Holly has to be very careful when she’s cycling in the city.

**6** You **don’t have to** get up so early.

**7** Justin and Daniel have to be quick if they want to buy tickets for the football.

**8** I **don’t have to** eat my lunch now. I can eat it later.

**Vocabulary**

**Skills and qualities**

**10** Scegli l’alternativa corretta.

1. Jack talks to everybody. He’s **easy-going**/ **inquisitive**.
2. Amy respects people’s opinions. She’s **understanding**/ **tolerant**.
3. Tess wants to be an astronaut. She’s **creative**/ **ambitious**.
4. You always check your homework twice. You’re **meticulous**/ **determined**.
5. I know I can do things well. I’m **conscientious**/ **confident**.
6. Martina’s always the first one to answer the teacher’s questions. She’s very **quick-thinking**/ **reliable**.

**Jobs (2)**

**11** Leggi le definizioni e scrivi i nomi delle occupazioni.

- **Plumber**  **Accountant**  **Web developer**  **Painter and decorator**  **Builder**

   1. In this job you need to know a lot about developing websites. **Web developer**
   2. To do this job well, you need to be very good at financial detail.
   3. In this job you have to fix water pipes and toilets.
   4. This job involves building or repairing houses or other buildings.
   5. A person whose job it is to paint the interior walls of a house.